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INTERFRAME CODING OF VIDEO TELEMETRY SIGNALS
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ABSTRACT

Television signals have been digitally transmitted for telemetry applications for
several years. Reasons for digital transmission include the need for encryption,
bandwidth compression, and the efficiency of time division multiplex. All digital
coding techniques which have been employed to date, for video telemetry, are based
on intraframe technology. In this case each TV frame is coded independently of the
previous frames. In most video telemetry scenes there is a high degree of correlation
between adjacent TV frames, and an interframe coding system which compresses the
signal by reducing this frame-to-frame redundancy should be effective. This paper
explores the potential advantages of interframe coding for video telemetry. Since this
high level of compression typically causes the transmitted signal to be more sensitive
to data link errors, the paper also examines advanced error control techniques.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Figure 1 is a functional block diagram of a generic secure video telemetry system
which digitally transmits TV images from an airborne platform to the ground. At the
transmitter, the input analog signal is first filtered such that the upper cut off
frequency of the signal is B cycles/sec. The filtered signal is next sampled at a rate of
at least 2B samples per second (the Nyquist rate) to avoid aliasing distortion. Each
sample is defined as a pixel (picture element) which is commonly encoded with 8-bit
accuracy because this precision is required to avoid any visible distortion in the output
image. At this point the bit rate is typically 16B bits/sec. which may exceed the bit
rate of the transmission channel (C bits/sec). The purpose of the compressor is to
reduce the 16B bit rate by reducing the pixel-to-pixel redundancy inherent in the
image. The channel coder (e.g. modem) processes the binary compressed signal for
efficient transmission over the communication channel. The compressor is commonly 



referred to as a source coder (signal source) as contrasted with the channel coding
process. As shown in Figure 1, the functions at the receiver are the inverse of those at
the transmitter.

FIGURE 1
A GENERIC SECURE VIDEO

TELEMETRY SYSTEM

The input video signal is highly compressible due to its inherent redundancy within
the TV frame (intraframe) and from frame to frame (interframe). This paper deals
primarily with coding techniques which reduce interframe redundancy. The remainder
of this paper introduces the subject of predictive coding, examines one particular
interframe coding technique, and discusses advanced techniques for error control.

PREDICTIVE CODING

PCM transmits each pixel as an independent sample without taking advantage of the
high degree of pixel-to-pixel correlation existing in most TV signals. Predictive
coding is a basic bit-rate reduction technique that reduces this pixel-to-pixel
redundancy. Figure 2 is a functional block diagram illustrating the basic predictive
coding process. A predictor (located in both encoder and decoder) predicts the
brightness value of each new pixel (or block of pixels) based solely on the pixels
previously quantized and transmitted. The predicted brightness is subtracted from the
actual value of the new pixel, resulting in a bipolar prediction error signal. This error
signal is quantized and transmitted. At the receiver, the inverse of the quantization
process is performed, and the decoded error signal is added to the predicted value to
form the output signal for viewing. The output signal is fed to the predictor to be used 



FIGURE 2
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A GENERIC

PREDICTIVE CODING SYSTEM

for prediction of the next pixel (or block of pixels). Referring back to the predictive
encoder, the reader will note that the transmitted signal is decoded at the transmitter
using exactly the same decoding process which is used at the receiver. The predictive
encoder can be viewed as a servo loop which continually forces the decoded output
signal to be as close as possible to the input signal.

The most common predictor uses the previous pixel in the scan line as the basis for
prediction. If the brightness of the pixel being transmitted is similar to that of the
previous pixel (which is usually the case) the predictor error is small and therefore
able to be efficiently transmitted. The predictive coding process can also be used for
interframe coding by using the previous frame as the basis for prediction. The
interframe coding discussed in this paper is based on this principle.

AN INTERFRAME CODING SYSTEM

The interframe prediction error signal (Figure 2) can be encoded on a pixel-by-pixel
basis, or it can be encoded on a block-by-block basis using a coding technique such as
the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Since the DCT is more efficient than pixel-by-
pixel coding, the interframe coder discussed in this paper is based on the DCT. A
functional block diagram for such a system is shown in Figure 3. Basically the system
subtracts a predicted block of 8 x 8 pixels from the corresponding block of incoming
video. A block of error pixels is generated and fed to the DCT encoder, quantizer, and
VLC for transmission. At the receiver the error block is decoded and added to the 
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FIGURE 3
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM OF AN

INTERFRAME CODEC USING PREDICTIVE AND DCT CODING

predicted block for viewing. Since the predicted block and incoming video block are
highly correlated the error block will tend toward zero and be encoded with few bits.

The bit rate at the output of the Variable Length Encoder is highly variable, and
depends upon the complexity of the input signal. Since the transmission rate of the
data link is constant, buffers are needed at the encoder output and decoder input to
smooth the variable bit rate. The buffer fullness is measured and is used to control the
quantization accuracy to avoid buffer overflow or underflow. Buffer size and control
criteria are important issues to be considered by the compression system designer.

Obviously the image quality for this system will degrade as the operational scenario is
modified to reduce the overlap between adjacent TV frames (down looking, low
altitude, high ground speed). If this occurs it may be desirable to electronically
measure the translational shift of the picture so that the incoming video block may be
shifted relative to the predicted image. This shifting more accurately aligns the
predicted block with the incoming video. This enhanced prediction, defined as motion
compensation, gives rise to the acronym PRECOM  (PREdictive coding using the
COsine transform and Motion compensation). PRECOM increases the accuracy of the
match between the input video block and the predicted image.



The PRECOM system measures the magnitude of the error signal on a block basis. If
the error signal is below a threshold no information would be transmitted about that
block with a resultant very high compression ratio. Table 1 illustrates the budget for
the bits which may be allocated to encode a typical TV frame consisting of 256
pixels/line and 240 lines.

The reader will note that approximately 14% of the bits are used for intraframe
coding. This is necessary because if a block encoded in the interframe mode is
contaminated by a transmission error the distortion from that error could be retained
indefinitely. To correct this defect each block is transmitted by intraframe coding
every two seconds.

It is concluded in Table 1 that 3,584 bits of information are needed to define each
typical TV frame. This bit count must be increased by approximately 3% to account
for the overhead structure. It is also desirable to include forward error control (FEC) to
make the transmitted signal more robust. The typical FEC overhead is 4%. These two
sources of overhead would increase the total bit count per frame to 3,839 which yields
a net coding rate of .06 bits/pixel.

TABLE 1
BIT ALLOCATION FOR CODING A TYPICAL TV FRAME

CODING MODE BLOCKS BITS/PIXEL BITS/FRAME

BLOCKS NOT TRANSMITTED 752 (78%) ----- -----

BLOCKS INTERFRAME CODED 192 (20%) .25 3,072

BLOCKS INTRAFRAME CODED    16 (2%)   .5   512 

TOTAL 960 (100%) 3,584

ERROR CONTROL

The PRECOM coding algorithm is a very aggressive coding technique. As a general
rule as the compression is increased the error sensitivity also increases. Therefore
techniques to reduce the effects of data link errors must be considered. The following
are some of the techniques that can be used:

FORWARD ERROR CORRECTION (FEC)  - It is proposed to use a
BCH(511,493) FEC. This uses a block of 493 bits of data and adds 18 correction bits.



To this is added a framing bit, bringing the block total to 512 bits. This adds less than
4% overhead. It can correct up to two isolated random errors per block, but can have
difficulty with burst errors. It is expected that a useful signal will be obtained at an
input BER of as high as 1*10 .3

GROUP OF BLOCKS  - Each frame is divided into a number of equal segments
called Groups of Blocks (GOB). The unique GOB start code at the beginning of each
GOB limits the propagation of errors to a small fraction of the field. It might be
possible to obtain a useful image, despite the fact that a large portion of one or more
GOB's is totally in error, providing that the target is not in the GOB that is in error.

INTRA MODE  - It is proposed to send a fraction of each GOB by the Intra mode on
each transmitted frame. Since the Intra mode does not rely on any previous data,
errors will be erased from the screen.

ERROR DETECTION  - A GOB would be declared in error if any of the following
occurred during the GOB:

1) following the last EOB, the Start Code of the next GOB does not follow
immediately (no extra bits)

2) the last block in the GOB is beyond the last possible address
3) the coefficients of any block are beyond the 64th position
4) any illegal VLC's occur
5) the GOB number is out of order-- the numbers must increase by one each time

until the picture header is received

It is expected that the chance of a GOB with a significant error (that gets the VLC
decoder out of step) passing all the above error detection tests is very small, perhaps
about 5%.

POST PROCESSING  - If an uncorrectable error happens to occur in a critical GOB
in a critical frame, it still may be possible to recover virtually all of the image. This
can be done by recording the digital signal that was received. Then the offending GOB
can be decoded from both the start and finish, until the location of the error is found.
This should correspond with an FEC block that was found to contain errors, but were
corrected incorrectly. During post processing the FEC should not be used, since it was
an FEC failure that caused the problem, and presumably added errors.

Decoding in the forward direction is simple, and proceeds until a detectable error is
found. Decoding in reverse can be done by going back from the next GOB Start Code
to each potential EOB code, and decoding from there forward. Only if that decoding is



error-free will the potential EOB be considered valid. Proceeding in this manner,
potential decodes of the end of the GOB can be obtained. It may be possible to isolate
the error to a specific block, or to a specific coefficient of a block, or even to
completely correct the error.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have reviewed the system aspects of secure video telemetry and the
general principles of predictive coding. An interframe video coding system has been
described which suggests that TV scenes may be compressed down to approximately
0.06 bits/pixel. It is concluded that motion compensation may be required to achieve
this level of compression. It is concluded that, with this high level of compression, the
transmitted signal becomes more susceptible to data link errors. Advanced error
control techniques were presented which minimize the effects of these errors.


